
Automating Password Rotation & Firmware 
Upgrade

Automation is key when handling 

large-scale IoT deployments

IoT devices are deployed by organizations to maximize their business, operational and 

security posture, and are part of the mission-critical environment. The operational teams 

are facing multiple challenges when managing these devices at scale: 

EXCESSIVE OPERATIONAL COSTS

COMPLIANCE ISSUES 

ORGANIZATIONAL EXPOSURE


Horizon Automated Password Rotation

Horizon Automated Firmware Upgrade

These tasks are currently performed manually - if at all - and are extremely error 
prone due to interoperability issues. This results in significant time spent, especially 
at scale.



Same as in the IT space, IoT operations require rotating passwords on devices and 
keeping firmware versions up-to-date or at least without any known vulnerabilities. 
These complex operations are rarely performed, resulting in significant compliance 
issues.

Device credentials are typically weak, reused and rarely changed. Firmware versions 
are rarely upgraded, even if they have known disclosed vulnerabilities. These 
shortcomings put the entire organization, assets and data in jeopardy.

Horizon automates password rotation for IoT devices, ad-hoc or as a scheduled operation. This task 
can be performed across users and devices, and updates the credentials both on the devices and 
the management systems.  This capability ensures compliance within the organizational policy, 
and provides significant cost and time savings.


Horizon automates firmware upgrades for one or multiple IoT devices, ad-hoc or as a scheduled 
task. Administrators can manage and approve upgrade paths while operators can put them in 
action. Horizon supervises the entire process, validates completion and performs roll-back, if 
required. 

These automation capabilities are an integral part of the 
Horizon solution which provides risk detection, predictive 

maintenance and automated operations for IoT devices. 

Using Horizon, organizations can manage all 
IoT operations in one consolidated view.

Significant

cost savings

Ensure 

compliance

Protect your

organizations
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Contact us to learn how SecuriThings can help you manage 

IoT operations at scale, in a secure and cost-efficient manner.
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